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SALUT LES JEUNES!

Create a living board game with painter's tape, and the "tokens" that will move around 
the board are the students. La rentrée is the time to fi nd painless strategies to review material 
forgotten over the summer while moving young language learners around the room. Make it also 
a chance to expose the students to le Tour de France, the three-week bicycle race that takes place 
(mostly) in France in July. The game itself doesn't need the cultural element, but why not take 
advantage of any opportunity to bring in culturally relevant material?

MATERIALS NEEDED: 
• a roll of removable tape 
• one die (big foam dice are great with the youngest children, but any dice will work)
• index cards with questions /vocabulary to drill or review 

PREPARATION: Many of us share classroom space with other teachers, so setting up anything elaborate requires a few 
minutes in advance. However, this game is all on the fl oor and other classes can walk on it with minimal damage. The 
idea is to create a board game (un jeu de société) on the fl oor of a fi ctional route of the bicycle race, a path wide enough 
for a student to stand in (about ten-twelve inches), and it can wrap around the periphery of the room as well as weav-
ing through the desks, just as le Tour de France weaves through the villages and mountains each year. Parallel strips of 
painter's tape create the path, and you can divide path into boxes with divider strips of tape or mark steps with col-
ored circle stickers about twelve inches apart. 

PLAY: 
• For large classes, divide into teams (les équipes), and let each choose a name for the team. Each group will 

need to choose un cycliste to walk (ride) the board, but they can rotate through their team so everyone has 
a chance. Smaller groups (under ten) can all play at once.

• Teams (or players) take turns rolling the die (lancer le dé). For the youngest beginners, just counting up to 
six and moving the number thrown is enough. For a more advanced learner, the player advances the num-
ber on the die and then must answer a question. If correct, the player advances two more spaces. If not, he 
stays where he is. If he lands on an occupied space, he may move to the next open space. Questions can be 
at whatever level is appropriate for the students. This could be numbers, math problems (deux et trois font 
combien?), colors, time, dates—whatever needs drilling or review. In the beginning, use just fi ve or six ques-
tions and rotate. The repetition is invaluable. Include a few silly commands as well (Saute trois fois! Monte 
sur une chaise et chante!)

• The student at the head of the group after each question holds le maillot jaune, replicating what the leader 
of each stage wears in the real Tour de France. Use the drawing below or a tiny yellow tee-shirt. The winner 
is the fi rst to reach Paris. If you have a model of l’Arc de Triomphe, you can place it on the fl oor, since the 
cyclists end every Tour de France riding down  the avenue des Champs Élysées around the Arc de Triomphe 
no matter where the beginning (le grand départ) may be.

CULTURAL RELEVANCE: La rentrée is the perfect time to share the summer's biggest event in France.  2013 was the 
100th year of le Tour de France. Many Web sites are available with information on le Tour. Try [www.letour.fr] for photos, 
videos, route maps, history, and information about the competitors. This year's overall winner was Christopher Froome, 
born in Africa and participating on the British Team Sky. Le grand départ was at Porto-Vecchio en Corse. 

There are actually four maillots that are awarded:  le maillot jaune (over leader in time), le maillot à pois (best 
climber—white with large red dots), le maillot vert (most points ou meilleur sprinteur), and le  maillot blanc (rider under 
age 26 with the best overall time). Copy the drawing below four times for the younger students to color and practice 
color names.

Leave the path on the fl oor to use at different times for drill and review and  create your own rules. A red 
sticker could mean go back three spaces, a blue sticker could mean a harder question, a yellow sticker could mean no 
question.  Be creative! Send us your versions of the game to include in future Salut les jeunes! The essential is to have 
the students up and moving using the French language. 

Elizabeth Miller
Northern California AATF Chapter

[mmemilller@aol.com]

UN JEU DE SOCIÉTÉ VIVANT
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Share with other FLES* and middle school teachers your ideas, classroom gimmicks, games for oral interaction, 
and successful lessons. Creating a passion at the youngest levels is the best way to insure the continuation of sec-
ondary and university French programs. Join the teacher network! Send your ideas to Elizabeth Miller, 74 Tuscaloosa 
Avenue, Atherton, CA 94027.


